AGENDA

I. Chair’s Announcements
   1. General Announcements
   2. Minutes of January 18, 2024 videoconference
   3. UCOPE English for Multilingual Students (EMS)
      Advisory Group Update

II. Consultation with Academic Senate Leadership

III. UCOPE Business
   1. ELWR Coordinating Council
      a. Nominating the chair
      b. Annual Report timeline and content
   2. UCOPE By-Law
      Note UCRJ feedback and brainstorming document
   3. Systemwide Review Item: Area H proposal
      UCOPE shall focus discussion on whether the addition
      of Area H would contribute to students’ preparation for
      UC.
   4. Mathematics Preparation
      a. BOARS Work Group
      b. Transfer Pathways
      c. UCOPE’s role

IV. Further Discussion and New Business